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                404 - Page not found

                
                    Sorry, the content you were looking for cannot be found or is restricted to logged in users.                

            

                        Here are some of our recent projects:

            
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            3D Hostler Model Required
                        

                        6 days left

                                                    
                                
                                VERIFIED                            

                                            


                    
                                                    I am in need of a 3D model of a hostler. The purpose of this model isn't specified, but it could be used for visualization, prototyping or animation. Here's what I am looking for:

- The design of the model should be based on a typical hostler but feel free to add your own creativity to it.

Ideal skills:
- Ability to generate high-quality 3D models
- Experience in modeling objects simil...
                                            


                    
                                                    3D Animation
                                                    3D Modelling
                                                    3D Rendering
                                                    3ds Max
                                                    Animation
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    $7 - $20
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                        
                                                    $7 - $20
                                            


                    
                                            0 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Comprehensive Share Market Assistant Development
                        

                        6 days left

                                            


                    
                                                    I'm seeking an innovative developer to create a share market assistant capable of handling several tasks. Key functionalities the software should perform include:

- Stock analysis
- Portfolio management
- Real-time market data tracking

The ideal candidate for this project would have an understanding of financial markets and share trading, along with experience in developing trading software...
                                            


                    
                                                    Business Analysis
                                                    Financial Analysis
                                                    Market Analysis
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    $3 / hr
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    $3 / hr
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            2 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Traditional Housewarming Invitation Design -- 2
                        

                        6 days left

                                                    
                                
                                VERIFIED                            

                                            


                    
                                                    I'm seeking the skills of a creative designer to assist in developing a housewarming invitation card. The card requires a strong sense of aesthetics with heavy inspiration from traditional designs. 

To deliver this project successfully, please note:

• The card needs to accurately communicate two key pieces of information: the date and time of the event, as well as the address. 

Ideal ...
                                            


                    
                                                    Flyer Design
                                                    Graphic Design
                                                    Illustrator
                                                    Photoshop
                                                    Photoshop Design
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    $12
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    $12
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            13 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Adaptive Logo Resizing for Multiple Platforms
                        

                        6 days left

                                                    
                                
                                VERIFIED                            

                                            


                    
                                                    We have a fantastic logo, but we need it resized to fit correctly across various platforms - social media profiles, our website, and print materials. 
- Our existing logo is an SVG file. 
- We're open to significant alterations in the logo's original proportions if needed. Your creativity in meeting our design needs, while maintaining the essence of the logo, is welcome. 

Skills and Exp...
                                            


                    
                                                    Graphic Design
                                                    Icon Design
                                                    Illustrator
                                                    Logo Design
                                                    Photoshop
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    $13
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    $13
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            26 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            PHP-SQL Database and Web App Developer
                        

                        6 days left

                                                    
                                
                                VERIFIED                            

                                            


                    
                                                    I am looking for an expert who can aid with the design and development of an SQL database and a coherent PHP framework. The ideal candidate should have extensive experience with:

- Designing efficient SQL database structures for small-scale databases (less than 1000 records).
- Writing comprehensive SQL queries.
- Effectively integrating PHP with SQL databases.

The purpose of this project is to ...
                                            


                    
                                                    HTML
                                                    MySQL
                                                    PHP
                                                    SQL
                                                    Website Design
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    $104
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    $104
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            75 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Engaging Adult Education YouTube Video
                        

                        6 days left

                                                    
                                
                                VERIFIED                            

                                            


                    
                                                    I require a series of Excellent video content for educational purposes on YouTube, targeting an adult audience. The content is to be made engaging and interactive specifically to inform and educate. 

Key Details:
- Purpose: Education-themed content
- Video Style: Entertainment
- Target Audience: Adults 

Ideal Skills:
- Strong creative writing and storytelling abilities
- Experience creating educ...
                                            


                    
                                                    Article Writing
                                                    Content Writing
                                                    Copywriting
                                                    Creative Writing
                                                    Ghostwriting
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    $28
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    $28
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            12 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Vibrant Logo Design for Brand Recognition
                        

                        23 hours left

                                                    
                                
                                VERIFIED                            

                                            


                    
                                                    I'm seeking a highly creative graphic designer to craft a versatile and striking logo. This logo will be utilized across various platforms including our website, social media pages, and a range of printed materials. 

Key Objectives:
* This logo will serve as a cornerstone for brand recognition and a demonstration of our business's professionalism. 
* Stand out with a compelling use of m...
                                            


                    
                                                    Graphic Design
                                                    Illustrator
                                                    Logo Design
                                                    Photoshop
                                                    Photoshop Design
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    $66
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                            
                            
                            
                                                            
                                    Urgent                                
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                                                    

                                    


                
                    
                                                    $66
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            36 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            GST Tax Query Resolutions, Bangalore
                        

                        6 days left

                                                    
                                
                                VERIFIED                            

                                            


                    
                                                    I need a seasoned tax professional capable of resolving tax-related queries at the Bangalore Central GST office. This one-time assistance will specifically deal with GST filing and claims. Having a comprehensive knowledge of Bangalore Central GST office procedures and excellent communication skills is highly advantageous. The professional should ideally have a proven track record of handling, reso...
                                            


                    
                                                    Accounting
                                                    Finance
                                                    Intuit QuickBooks
                                                    MySQL
                                                    PHP
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    $11
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    $11
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            5 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Immediate BSC Smart Contract Community Builder
                        

                        6 days left

                                                    
                                
                                VERIFIED                            

                                            


                    
                                                    I am seeking an experienced blockchain developer with strong knowledge in BSC Smart Contracts to help me build an engaging affiliate program. This project requires a robust strategy to increase user adoption and revenue.

The main goal will be community building to drive user adoption. While the specific strategy was not provided in the brief, potentially effective methods could include social med...
                                            


                    
                                                    Blockchain
                                                    Smart Contracts
                                                    Solidity
                                                    Web3.js
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    $111
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    $111
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            3 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Bold Filmmaker Portfolio Web Design
                        

                        6 days left

                                            


                    
                                                    I'm seeking an experienced website designer adept with Adobe Portfolio to create a captivating, bold, and colorful three-page portfolio website for me.  

"Hello, I'm Sinan Anwar. A former software engineer now directing dreams through the lens. Step into my world of film, where every frame is a fusion of logic and art."

Page Breakdown:
- 'Work' - This is the Homepag...
                                            


                    
                                                    Brochure Design
                                                    Graphic Design
                                                    User Interface / IA
                                                    Video Services
                                                    Website Design
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    $27
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    $27
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            27 bids
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